
Isibisi Food Equipment
Winning solution for food intolerances    

Our machines are the ideal and winning solution in the market for our 
specific products dedicated to those with allergies and intollerances. 

Versatile, high-performing, eco-friendly
100% steel made, small dimensions, high performance, reduced 
consumption, versatile and easy to use. 

Easy to use everywhere
Especially designed for use in commercial environments such as 
restaurants, canteens and bars, but also, and most importantly, in venues 
such as food trucks, catering for parties and ceremonies, events and fairs.

Voglia di Pasta 2 or 4 Baskets

DETAILS
Width ............. 23.62”
Depth ............. 20.87”
Height ............. 23.62
Weight ............ 81.57 lb
Voltage ........... 208/240 V
Max Power ..... 2400 W

DETAILS
Width .............30.12”
Depth .............20.87”
Height .............23.62
Weight ............99.21 lb
Voltage ...........208/240 V
Max Power .....3100 W

A perfect Isibisi pasta dish can be prepared and served in just 60 seconds without requiring SPECIALIZED LABOR and 
in total automation with this new Pasta machine. The new Voglia di Pasta machine, is ideal for COOKING gluten free 
products and ensures absolute safety for allergic and intolerant people.

The machine is available in two versions: the smaller version has two bins, is 24 inches wide and prepares up to 120 pasta 
dishes in 1 hour; the larger version has four baskets, is recommended for larger scenarios, and can prepare up to 240 pasta 
dishes in 1 hour.

Voglia di Pasta is totally automatic and easy to use, and makes for considerable savings in time and effort: just load the 
drum and press a button. It is equipped with an automatic water bath which makes serving up to four different sauces pos-
sible, and a patented vapor aspiration system that allows its use without aspiration hood.

Thanks to the turbo economy function, the 
machine can be used to cook precooked pasta, 
dried pasta, potato gnocchi, ravioli, and 
tortellini;

It has 2  or 4 baskets that make it possible to 
cook 2 or 4 pasta specialties at the same time;

Each basket can hold up to 8 oz of pasta;

It is equipped with patented vapor aspiration 
system;

It does not emit odors;

It is completely detachable for easier cleaning;

It is easy to use thanks to its immediate learning 
control panel;

It is entirely made of stainless steel;

Electronic temperature and time control, 
interactive chart, counter for the number of 
dishes cooked in order to monitor productivity.
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